
Tutorial
Stitches and colours

Use split stitch, back stitch and french 
knot. The stitches are explained on 
page 4.

The outline of boat and seaman is stit-
ched in the same colour. French Knots 
at beard and hairs are getting smaller 
to the borders. I stitched the outline 
from berad and hair first with a filigran 
split stitch and filled it then with the 
knots.

Thread from  Anchor: 
Lightblue 00120 
Darkblue 00170
Middleblue 00978
Greyblue 00975 
shining Blue 00142
Orange 00316 
Red 00046

Split stitch outline boat 
Darkblue
2 strands

Split stitch for stripes
shining blue
3 strands

Split stitch Darkblue 
outline seaman

1 strand

French knot
Orange

2 strands
1-2 rounds

at the border 1 round
also for eyebrows

French knot
Greyblue
2 strands
1-2 rounds

Split stitch 
filling

1 strand

Split stitch 
Darkblue
1 strand

Back stitch 
Greyblue and Darkblue
1 strand

Back stitch
Darkblue and Red

1 strand

Back stitch Lightblue
2 strands
4 strands

Back stitch Lightblue
1 strand

Back stitch Darkblue
1 strand

Back stitch hatching
Middleblue 1 strandPreview only!



Artwork
20 x 20 cm framesize

Set the printer to „real size“ or set the 
scaling to 100%. 

Print for other framesizes:
Mathematical formula to adapt the 
scaling for other framesizes
100 : 20 x framesize = X %

Example for framesize 17 cm:
100 : 20 x 17cm = 85% 
Configure the printer scaling to 85% if 
you framesize is 17 cm.

If you use a smaller framesize and 
print of the motive, please reduce the 
number of strands accordingly! 

Preview only!



French knot

Pull the strand under the needle to the left 
side and rotate it over the needle to the right 
side. Make several rotations. Then stitch with 
the needle nearby the previous puncture.
Some areas of the fly are filled with knots, set 
them very near to each other.

How to do the stitches
Split stitch

Move the needle bottom up through the fabric 
in same distance like the stitch before.
From up you stitch directly in the strand of the 
stich before and split it with the needle. 

Back stitch

Move the needle bottom up through the fabric 
in same distance like the stitch before. Then 
put the needle to the hole at the end of the 
last stitch.

Preview only!


